AEROGUARD 4S

INNOVATIVE
SUPER SILENT
BEST IN CLASS FILTRATION
SINCE 1901

DOUBLE DISPLAY & VISIOLIGHTTM
120 60 30

With the Aeroguard 4S double display concept you can always see
everything at a glance. In addition to the current operating mode, the
displays also provide you with data on the current air pollution, the
room temperature and ambient humidity.
The Lux exclusive VisiolightTM indicates the air quality at any time.

AUTOMATIC AIR CONTROL
Air pollutions is rarely visible to the human eye.
The Aeroguard 4S sophisticated sensor technology constantly analyses the
pollution of the air and sets its speed levels automatically according to the air
quality, providing always the purest air.

PATENTED SWISS HEPATM
FILTRATION
The Aeroguard 4S is the newest generation of air
treament systems. With its 6 filtration stages, the
Aeroguard 4S constantly guarantees you fresh and
healthy air.
PREFILTER
Removes the roughest particles such as hair and
fabrics.
SWISS HEPATM FILTER
The Swiss HEPATM full composite synthetic filter is a
highly efficient filter capable of removing up to 99.97%
of micro particles, such as fine dust, pollen and mould
spores.
ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER
The granular activated carbon binds gases and odours
of natural and chemical origin. This filtration stage is
effective in reducing tobacco smoke and cooking
smells.
NANOPURE+TM
The patented NANOPURE+TM technology is effective
in neutralising viruses and bacteria in the air and
contributes to a healthy indoor air quality.
DUOTRONTM TECHNOLOGY
The DuotronTM system is actively reducing the growth
of viruses and bacteria in the air outside of the air
purifier. Viruses and bacteria will not only be drawn
into the device, they will also be actively fought in
the air and rendered harmless.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
5 working modes, 6 stages filtration system and 9 speed levels
work around the clock with the minimum power possible to
provide the maximum filtration results in rooms up to 47m2.

CERTIFIED
The Aeroguard 4S, with
its 6-stage filtration system,
has been tested by TÜV Nord.

USER FRIENDLY
The single button control makes the Aeroguard 4S easy to use. The
VisiolightTM and the two big displays always give you the needed
information about the unit and your ambient air. The elegant Swiss
design and well engineered technology complement the Aeroguard
4S to your best fitting solution for a perfect air treatment.

ENERGY SAVING
The Aeroguard 4S is as powerful as economical.
Thanks to its automatic air control, you always use just
the amount of power you needed for perfect fresh air.
Moreover in the Night Mode, the Aeroguard 4S only
consumes 17W. Maximum performance with a
minimum of power consumption.

INDIVIDUAL
To fit every interior, the Aeroguard 4S is available in 5 different
colours. With the colours pure white, golden champagne,
titanium silber, lightning rose and ice blue you can make your
Aeroguard 4S as individual as you!

AUTOMATIC AIR CONTROL
The automatic air control mode constantly analysis the air pollution of the
ambient air and set the speed level according to the level of pollution.

SILENT NIGHT MODE
For a peaceful and healthy sleep the Aeroguard 4S operates in Night
Mode on an absolute noiseless level. In addition all light elements are
switched off.

NOISE SENSOR MODE
Many people cause a lot of air circulation in the room. This increases the
level of air pollution. In the noise sensor mode the Aeroguard 4S operates
according to the current noise level in the room.

POWER MODE
Things must go quickly? The Aeroguard 4S power mode is a powerful
and effective solution to clean the air in case of high concentration of air
pollutants and smells.

HUMIDIFIER
With the humidifier, the Aeroguard 4S offers a smart 2 in 1
solution for an optimal indoor climate. Thanks to the automatic
adjustment of the air humidity to your individual requirements,
the Lux Aeroguard 4S creates a perfect feel-good atmosphere.

REMOTE CONTROL
You can operate the Aeroguard 4S comfortably by using the
remote control.

PLUS X AWARD
For its modern Swiss design, the premium
quality,
its highly innovative technology
and the well thought control concept, the
Aeroguard 4S has been awarded the
prestigues German PLUS X AWARD in the
4 categories Innovation, High Quality, Design
and Ease of Use.

„For me the Aeroguard 4S is a true blessing. My
dust allergy is now a thing of the past!“
Mrs Caroline Wolf
„Great product! Finally we can have a cat.“
Mr & Mrs Abbate
„Modern, quiet and high performing. Best buy
ever!“
Mr Jonas Hansson
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